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investing and managing
your fine wine assets

YOUR PREMIER WINE
MANAGEMENT TOOL
WWW.WWXPLORER.COM

about us
WineWorld Xplorer (WWX) is an
award-winning multi-market wine
trading platform enriched with a
powerful suite of asset management
and investment advisory tools.
With a vision of enabling wines as an asset,
WWX maintains and constantly grows a
transparent, open and connected global
wine database with an aggregate current
worth of HKD 900+ million. Users can freely
buy, bid, sell, ship and store wines anytime
among three major wine markets: France,
United Kingdom and Hong Kong.

Since 2019, WWX has added following
wealth-tech solutions for wine
lovers: wine-as-a-collateral loan,
wine portfolio valuation tracking and
wine investment advisory.

WWX currently serves both professional wine
traders as well as high-net-worth wine
collectors, WineWorld Xplorer aims to enable
wines as both a pleasurable liquid to
consume, as well as a liquid asset to own. To
the broader wine community, WineWorld
Xplorer serves as the premier professional
reference to help wine lovers understand
what and when to buy, sell, drink and invest.

WWX DIFFERENCES

A DATA-DRIVEN APPROACH TO
WINE INVESTMENT AND ASSET MANAGEMENT
WWX’s powerful price search and critic score engine allows our team to access real-time wine price and
market supply-demand data in 3 key global wine markets. Our Data Scientist’s team creates and
continuously monitors our own set of Big Data-backed algorithms to track and
project wine prices, as well as identifying lucrative opportunities. To encourage a data-driven
approach to wine asset management, all WWX users enjoy free access to WWX’s real time portfolio
valuation and management tools, allowing them to track portfolio growth as well as individual wine’s
asset ageability status, professional review and current location.

A DECADE OF GLOBAL WINE TRADING AND FINE WINE
SERVICING EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE
WWX’s founding team comprises a mix of fine wine specialists, data scientists and
IT programmers. Founder Mariana Lam is an award-winning serial entrepreneur in wine. Chief Data
Scientist Samuel Sum brings his advanced data analytics and business intelligence solution design
expertise to the table. The team is completed with WSET-certified trilingual speakers with experience
in Hong Kong and China, USA and Middle East markets.

OPEN MARKET TRADING WITH FLEXIBLE
SHIP-AND-STORE SOLUTIONS
WWX’s transparent, open and connected global wine database Comprises some of world’s largest
institutional sellers and wine funds whom previously only trade and supply to regional and local wine
sellers. Our code of anonymity enables them to release their stock directly to private clients, thus
creating a substantial competitive edge, in terms of both prices and stock accessibility, for collectors.
We offer the possibility to buy direct at sources e.g. Bordeaux, after which users can flexibly choose to
ship the wines back to Hong Kong or store them securely in the bonded warehouses of Bordeaux at
competitive costs.

MAKING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR WINE ASSETS

understanding
your objectives
WINE AS A HEDGE

With superior knowledge, help of advanced
data analytics and well-timed acquisitions,
fine wines can present lucrative returns and
opportunities – over the 15-year period of
2003 to 2018, red Burgundy has attained a
return of 497%, dwarfing red Bordeaux

Our team has long studied the behavior of

which yielded ~255%. WWX is due to publicly

wine as an asset class and in a lot of ways, it

release a smart risk assessment tool Wine

performs distinctively differently than other

Investor Profile 360° to assist all prospective

conventional asset classes including stocks,

wine investors to better define a fitting wine

gold, bonds or FOREX. At present, fine wines

investment strategy – with the ultimate goal

are seen as traditional commodities with a

of fulfilling individual investors’ returns

strong value preservation edge. As an

expectations upon liquidation of wine

alternative asset class in a UHNW/HNW

portfolio within specified timeframe.

investment portfolio, the allure of fine wines
as a segment lies in its relative stability in
price and demand especially during volatile
market episodes.

497%

RED BURGUNDY
2003-2018
GROSS YIELD

MAKING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR WINE ASSETS

wines as liquid assets
and liquid pleasures
WINE AS A COLLATERAL
This is a relatively less-explored aspect of
wine investment. Utilizing two of our
technologies: fine wine price valuation
and smart bottle authenticity and integrity
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AVERAGE DRINKING
WINDOW OF INVESTABLE
FINE WINES

tracking system VinoGuard, WWX offers wine
collectors a way to create financial leverage
using their wine collection as collateral. A
stringent process of physical checking and
provenance verification will be done before
credit approval. All collateralized bottles will
be kept in one of WWX’s temperature and
humidity-controlled vaults. Collectors can
enjoy years to decades of additional cash
liquidity for other ventures, whilst their
prized wine collection ages quietly and
gracefully in WWX wine vaults.

WINE AS A LEGACY
This is one of the most traditional wine
investment goals. This often entails
strategic, yearly acquisition of wines as
futures (“en primeur”) or at embryonic stage
(“recent vintage release”). The wines will
tend to require a few years to decades of
ageing before they are ripe for enjoyment.
The primary goal of this form of investment
strategy is to maximize the investor’s future
drinking pleasure. Our team has ample
experience compiling a wine collection of
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FINE WINE ASSETS
ELIGIBLE AS
COLLATERAL

certain dollar value for the purpose of
inheritance and next-generation enjoyment
planning.

MATCHING YOUR GOALS AND GETTING STARTED

investing and managing
your wine assets with WWX
BUYER

account
suitable for

PRIVATE
COLLECTOR

TRADE
PROFESSIONAL

if you are looking
for a tool to track
and trace bottle
location and
portfolio value

if you are looking for
comprehensive
portfolio management
tools and a resell
channel

if you are looking to
selling your fine wine
stock to new clientele
with logistics and CS
support

FREE

HK$1,299

HK$899

fees

per year

4.5%

trading
commission

buy

4.5%

buy & sell*

per year

4.5%

buy & sell*

logistics &
storage

PORTFOLIO
MANAGEMENT

1
2
3
4
5
6

ACTIVE
TRADING

WWX
wine asset
management
suite &
functions

+ Access to Wine-as-a-Collateral loan
+ Pre-approved 30-day credit terms capped at 100% cash balance
+ Instant Trading

LONG-TERM
INVESTING

Competitive temperature & humidity controlled air freight
logistics & wine storage solutions among France, UK, HK & Singapore

Buy, Sell and Drinking Alerts
Real-time Portfolio Valuation
Individual Wine Technical Analysis
Global and regional wine news & updates
Portfolio Performance Dashboard & Analysis
Access to wine critic points and reviews

+ Dedicated Portfolio Manager
+ Active portfolio and automated trading executions
+ Preferred pricings to en primeur and new releases
+ Priority invitations to WWX Fine Wine Events

DEVISING YOUR OWN TRADING & INVESTMENT STRATEGY

Team WWX highly recommends the following 6-step approach
especially for first-time wine investors to devise an optimized trading
and investment strategy. Our experienced team of portfolio managers
will be more than happy to guide you through this process.
Your success is our success.

RISK ASSESSMENT
Are you a conservative, balanced or
risk taking investor? Complete WWX
investment appetite questionnaire to
help us come up with a bespoke
investment profile for you.

HOLDING PERIOD

WINE PREFERENCE
Most wine investors love drinking wines
and it is not unusual seeing wine
investors consuming part of their
portfolio. Let us help you take your wine
preference into consideration.

ROI DEFINITION

Wines as an investment vehicle is best

ROI (Return on Investment) on fine

suited for 5 to 10 years investment

wines range between 9% to 22%,

timeframe for optimal returns. Factor in

depending on segment selection.

storage costs and ageing potential

Consider hedging correlation between

when choosing which wines to invest in.

different segments.

TRENDS ANALYSIS

ASSET ALLOCATION

WWX team uses a set of global wine
region indices to track and segment
the performance of investable wines.
Our fine wine price prediction
algorithm helps our team identify
lucrative opportunities.

We optimize wine asset allocation
according to your wine preferences, risk
and return appetite; length of holding
period, market outlook and liquidation
strategy.

CRITERIA OF INVESTABLE WINES

Producer / Cuvee
Price and Quality consistency
Quality-Value analysis
Production level
Vintage conditions
Critic score(s) throughout life cycle
Ageing potential
Market demand
Wine Conditions (OWC / OC / Repack)
Provenance (Ex Chateau / US Label)

WWX team makes reference to these 10
criteria to shortlist investable wines under
each of our wine investment segment.

HUNTING DOWN BELOW MARKET BEST OFFERS

WWX is the first wine trading platform that

Log in to your account to browse live offers

provides all users with free access to

on WWX Trading Desk. A perpetual log of

comprehensive technical analysis tools for

real-time offers, systematically organized to

individual wine assets.

display the best value listing of each wine,
helps you hunt down best offers on the

Our technical analysis graphs help investors

platform. Use our Below/Above market

and traders better understand:

indicator to get a sense of how competitive
an offer is compared against market price.

1 Daily Bid-Offer Spread and Median prices
2 Historical price trends in UK and HK
3 Market Price of past vintages
4 Simple Moving Average line 10/50/100/250
5 Historical Performance for up to 24 months

TRACKING YOUR PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE

keep track of
your wines
24/7

Set up a Private Collector account to activate
"My Portfolio" module once you log into your
own account. Load your full wine portfolio to
get an instant valuation of your wines, and a
graphical report of colour distribution, vintage
range, current location, WA points allocation,
readiness to drink and gain/loss distribution.

SHIPPING YOUR WINES

12-16°C
+/- 2°C

65 - 75%
+/- 5%

FULL
INSURANCE
COVERAGE

TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY CONTROLLED AIR FREIGHT LOGISTICS
AMONG 4 GLOBAL WINE HUBS

location
12 x 75cl
starting

BORDEAUXHONG KONG

UK LONDONHONG KONG

HK$1,240

£ 48.0

PER CASE

PER CASE

UK LONDONSINGAPORE

HONG KONGINTRA CITY

£ 55.0

HK$ 120.0

PER CASE

PER CASE

WWX partners with reputable freight forwarders and logistics operators to provide quality-assured, costefficient wine logistics solutions to WWX buyers and sellers. Currently we coordinate both regular and ondemand air freight shipments among United Kingdom, France, Hong Kong and Singapore. At present we
organize international logistics only for selected formats and packing. All WWX shipments are covered by
universal insurance coverage. WWX includes insurance coverage up to a maximum liability of HKD$60,000
per shipment (further subject to a maximum cap of HK$10,000 per value per item). If you would like to
enhance your insurance coverage, please contact us.

STORING YOUR WINES

12-16°C
+/- 2°C

65 - 75%
+/- 5%

Ultra-high
365-day
security

LONDON
U.K.
LONDON CITY BOND

㎡

185,800
8,000,000 CASES

HONG KONG
CHINA
CHINA MERCHANTS
GODOWN
FINE WINE STORAGE

BORDEAUX
FRANCE
BORDEAUX CITY BOND

㎡

3000
150,000 CASES

SINGAPORE
TOLL CITY BONDED
WAREHOUSE

TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY CONTROLLED AIR FREIGHT LOGISTICS
AMONG 4 GLOBAL WINE HUBS

location
monthly fee
12 x 75cl

BORDEAUX
FRANCE

LONDON
U.K.

HONG KONG
CHINA

SINGAPORE

€ 2.5

£ 1.6

HK$ 27.0

coming soon

At WWX we place utmost importance on the security and preservation of pristine conditions on all wines
stored with us. Our four global wine storage locations boast state-of-the-art temperature and humidity
control technology and around-the-clock security systems. All wines are fully insured under our universal
blanket insurance policy for wine storage and logistics. We keep your wines under uniquely identifiable case
codes in your account. All wines are also held in a separate limited company - set up solely to facilitate
storage requests and completely segregated from platform operations and dealings. This is done to insulate
your ownership rights from any third-party claims and allow you to preserve full title to your wines even in
the unlikely case where WWX ceases operations.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

BUYING AND SELLING YOUR WINES

SIGN UP

Sign up as a Private
Collector to trade wines
stocked in Hong Kong,
France and UK at
competitive prices.

LIVE TRADE

Sign in to your account to
access Trading Desk and a
suite of wine asset
management functions.
Buy, bid and sell instantly.

PAY, SHIP & STORE
Flexible payments and
after-sale logistics and
storage options. Track your
portfolio performance with
WWX wine valuation tool.

CHOOSING WINE INVESTMENT ASSETS
10%

30%

45%
10%

1
REACH OUT TO US

Call us or email us at
info@wwxplorer.com to
explore wine investment
strategy options. An initial
survey of requirements will
be conducted.

5%

2

MOCK UP PORTFOLIO
Our team will create a
bespoke wine investment
asset allocation plan for
you based on your
requirements.

3
INVEST & TRACK
Simply deposit the funds in
our trustee account and we
will execute trading
decisions for you. Track the
performance anytime.

FIND OUT MORE

HTTP://WWW.WWXPLORER.COM
Tel +852 2560 6696
Mainland +86 13632173802
Wechat +852 2560 6696
Whatsapp +852 9710 0398
WeChat 13632173802 / WWXplorer
Email info@wwxplorer.com

